Week 8
Day 1

- Definition
- Part of speech
- Related forms
- Synonyms
- 1 Sentence per form

eschew
• Draw a picture that will help you remember the meaning of *eschew*

• Write a sentence in which you use the word *eschew* to explain the picture.
Week 8   Day 3

eschewer  
noun form only

• Write a compound sentence in which you use the word (noun) eschewer.

• Circle the coordinating conjunction

He was an eschewer of evil, yet he was intrigued by the dark side.
Week 8 Day 4

eschewal
noun form

1. Write a complex sentence in which you use the noun form of the word of the week.

2. Underline 1x the dependent clause and 2x the independent clause

3. Circle the subordinating conjunction

4. Label the sentence ID or D,I

The paparazzi have become clever (since) Kanye West's eschewal of the them has become well known.  ID

subordinating conjunctions:
- after
- even if
- when
- how
- since
- until
- although
Week #8 Day #5

Choose one option from below.

- Create a riddle
- Write a limerick, haiku, another form
- Create a rhyming couplet
- Write down two situations when you would eschew something, someone, or situation. Be clear

**Haiku**

He tried to eschew
The recalcitrant rain fall
But wound up all wet